
New account fraud is a growing problem for financial institutions. During 

2015 at least 1.5 million fraudulent accounts were opened and over 13 million 

people claim to have been the victim of identity theft.

**Javelin Research Study

Avoid identity fraud when onboarding a user - Civic allows users to verify their identities and 
monitor fraudulent activities on their accounts.
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VERIFIED IDENTITY
Trust & Security During New Account Creation

The Current State of Identity Verification

Introducing Civic’s Verified Identity Solution
It allows users to verify their identities and monitor fraudulent activities on their accounts. End-user 
vigilance decreases the likelihood of fraud related expenses to financial institutions, making the new 

account creation process more secure.



Real-Time Alerts 
Generated whenever a Civic Member’s personally identifiable information (PII) is used within our Partner network. 
Civic Partners also use our proprietary solution to verify Civic Member identities, securely create accounts, provide 
multi-factor authentication  for web and mobile applications, and request  approval before using Member PII.

24x7 Fraud Support Hotline 
U.S. based identity theft support agents to assist with proactive advice on recovering from identity fraud. 
In the event of actual fraud, a dedicated investigator will be assigned to the Member to guide them 
through the recovery process.

Credit Bureau Monitoring
Provides our Members with notifications whenever a new record appears on their credit report. Civic 
Members can reach out to our 24x7 fraud support when they receive a notification indicating possible fraud.

$1M Identity Fraud Insurance
Free for life to Civic Members, and covers personal costs and legal fees to recover from a case of identity 
fraud with no Member deductible.

Civic’s Core Product Offerings 
Civic can provide our services free for life to our Members since we generate revenue from our Partners.
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The Civic app enables our Members to easily provide verified identity data to our Partners. Whether 
during new customer acquisition or interacting with an existing customer, our solution enables 

Partners to send and receive previously authenticated data.


